
What you said

72% voted for a minimum of £10,000 for grants.

Grants

Corporate Plan Results

Assets
What you said

The Market and Broad Green Memorial to be prioritised by the  

Town Council. Both assets were seen as integral to the Town.

What we did

We took an average of the results and added £15,000  

to the budget, to award grants to the community.

What you said

61% of people said that each grant should  

be a value of up to £1K

What we did

A grant application form has been  

created to award grants up to £1,000.

What we did

£3,000 has been allocated in the budget for assets. £4,000 has  

been included specifically for market improvements and a budget  

has been included to provide the Remembrance Sunday service.

An additional £4,000 has been awarded to the Town Council to  

review assets and services provided to Wellingborough, looking  

and their importance to the community and any enhancements  

needed.



Events

What you said

At the end of the questionnaire, you were asked if you would be willing for the precept to be

£274,180. This would increase Band D properties by £6.02 or more, in order for the assets and services to  

be provided.

62% said ‘Yes’ or ‘Maybe’.

What we did

We took on board all your comments. We noted that you wanted to increase the services and were happy  

to pay a bit more for these. We also respect the financial pressures that our community faces. We,  

therefore, reduced our budget to £270,430 for the financial year 2022/2023 and added the services you  

want to be provided.

The increase was reduced to £5.66 for a Band D house,  

which equates to less than a £1 a month.

What you said

The Market scored the highest in the list of events to be  

delivered in the town,

What we did

Over the Christmas period, the Town Council held a Carol  

Concert and Christmas Market which were both very well  

received and attended.

A budget of £4K has been created to hold themed  

markets throughout the year for 2022/2023. These  

include a Farmers market and an artisan market, which  

was a popular suggestion.

We also included in the budget funds to run the other  

events which scored highly, including the carol concert,  

the beach with entertainment, pancake race, Easter trail  

and bandstand events.



B ud g e t 2022/2023

Events £70,822.32

Grants £15,000

Projects £48,243

Operational costs £104,114.68

Elections £18,000

Professional and insurance costs £4,250

Contribution to reserves £10,000

Total budget £270,430


